ee2go – helping airline mobile platforms fly
2e Systems

The benefits for managing airline mobility
platforms via ee2go

ee2go, with its fully integratable
functionalities, brings all your online
booking, check-in, notifications, promotional and loyalty solutions to mobile
devices. The entirely customizable
solution can be integrated into new or
existing 2e Systems platforms in a short
amount of time. Tailored for internal
and external customers, the responsive
design allows for portability to all types
of devices. Sitting on top of current host
systems the platform requires no change
of provider and can be customized
according to the required functionalities.

4 4 eeSky Suite of solutions are all available as mobile
and App versions

4 4 Works on top of your current source systems and
requires no changes of vendor or supplier

4 4 Mobile platforms targeted to passengers, ground
staff, inflight and cockpit crew

4 4 Dynamic Push Messaging for Apps; if the user is
connected to the Internet the system sends the
messages to the App; if offline and the App cannot
be reached – system rolled back to SMS or E-mail
and sends the notification using other channel

4 4 Multi-platform approach, each solution can be
integrated with any of the 2e platforms
4 4 Can be integrated for one module, or combined
across multiple solutions
4 4 Customized solutions that are based on your
individual requirements
4 4 Drive promotions such as eVouchers via Passbook
or PassWallet applications

4 4 Fully secure method; App interacts with the 2e
Systems middleware using lightweight protocol /
JSON standard SSL secured Web Services
4 4 Support aspects of Crew Member automation and
EFB principles
4 4 One-stop-shop application or platform for any type
of customer or staff member

4 4 Responsive design, that allows for different device
resolutions and dynamic content loading
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Smartphones, Tablets and other mobile devices are not only revolutionizing but also re-inventing the travel industry. Nearly every passenger is using some type of mobile device, whether it is at the gate, in the
air, at baggage claim, everywhere and anywhere. This puts additional
pressure on air carriers to not only develop mobile platforms, but also
transform how information is delivered, whether it is online, via Social
Media, push messaging to Apps, SMS or E-mail message. The key is
getting the correct information to the right customer at the right time.
At the same time it is crucial for any airline to inform ground staff or
inflight crews on irregular operations, when a flight is delayed or cancelled, and provide support to rebook customers on Tablets or other
mobile devices.
But when, where and how fast can airlines develop new distribution
channels? Time is of the essence, the platforms need to be dynamic
and responsive, but also developed quickly, otherwise carriers can easily be left behind. Why re-create the wheel? 2e Systems has designed
a solution specifically for air carriers.

Check Schedule
Notifications
Acknowledge Changes
Flight Manuals
C2M Messaging
ACARS messaging
Flight Report
And more....

Cockpit Crew

Passenger Services
Connecting Flight information
Rebooking
Baggage Tracking
Hotel & Ground Transport
Notifications
Updated flight information
And more ....

Ground staff
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Connecting Flight information

Mobile and App
modules + services

Rebooking
Baggage Tracking
Hotel & Ground Transport
Check Crew Schedule

Passenger
Mobile Booking
Mobile Check-in
Flight Information
Notifications
Baggage Info
Frequent Flyer
And more....

Wallet

Flight Reports
Check individual hotel &
ground transport

eVouchers and Gift Vouchers
for Passbook and PassWallet

Check Schedule

Drive out targeted promotions to customers

Operational forms

Store Boarding Passes and
Vouchers in one central App

And more ....

Notifications
Staff training

ee2go, another platform in the 2e Systems eeSky Suite that places
carriers one step ahead of the competition. Together we make your
mobile applications fly.

ee2go is a fully customizable solution
that allows carriers to choose individual
2e Systems modules and tailor-make
Apps or mobile platforms for distribution.
Functionalities from various 2e Systems’
solutions can easily be integrated.
For example combine our dynamic
Internet Booking Engine, eeBook, with
eeDepart our online check-in platform,
or eePromote for online promotions and
eeConnect for notifications. The onestop-shop for passengers. Book, check-in
for your flight, receive notifications and
get special offers all in one.
ut passengers aren’t your only
customers. Inform Ground Staff
about possible flight delays and
cancellations. Give them Tablet devices
to rebook passengers, complete baggage
irregularity reports, or send weight and
balance reports via ACARS. In the air
or on the ground, inform cockpit and
cabin crews about changes to their flight
schedule, allow them to check-in for
duty, fill out flight reports or check FAR
117 requirements or instant message
other crew members. You decide which
features are of interest for all your
customers, whether your team or the
end consumer.
e base our entire methodology
around the phase review process
for quality management. We work closely
with you right from the concept stage,
through development till the product is
online. This assures the highest quality
coupled with fastest development times
and lowest costs.
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2e Systems develops and markets internet and communications tools for global aviation. For more information about our company
and products, please contact us or view our website www.2e-systems.com.

